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Saturday History Call
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A

BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Saturday:

2:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: T & R
T &R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US

1 – 888-429-5471

This # picks up the first available line.

B Conference Call:

1-860-970-0300

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

BBS Phone Line:

1-716-748-0144

NO PIN REQUIRED: this line is very, very clear!

C Skype:
D

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Saturday History Call with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one
being at the top.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST

C

Wednesdays:

2015-04-25

9 – 10:30 EST
Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#
Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 972400##
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

7:00 – 9:00 EST
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1–712-432-0900
PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

Cheryl

Housekeeping:
BBS: •
•
•
•

Rainbird
A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
The radio program costs $ 300 per week; this week, we need $ 330
Everyone doing a little helps a lot - many thanks to everyone for paying it forward!
Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find the listing for True History call; find the Paypal
button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS BBS ARCHIVES for either of the 2 T & R PROGRAMS,
or the Thursday night program: MariettaRobert's Stargate Round Table
• Re: archives of other BBS programs; the money we pay to listen to
someone else's archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.

T & R: • The rent is due by April 30th
• They also need money for food, gas and bills.
• We can donate via the Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
• Please notify them if you're sending something:
• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

koran999@comcast.net
Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too
• You can also book a session with MR for a transformational clearing.

T:

if you have any trouble hearing, that means there is an issue with the sound and it
is an emergency - so call this number: 1-888- 429 – 5471
• if you cannot get through, use this # 1-888 – 710-8061

NOTE: Please use the following audio links to listen to the entire program.
http://bbsradio.com/syncf/True_History_of_Our_Galactic_World_and_NESARA/Tru
e_History_of_Our_Galactic_World_and_NESARA_2015-04-25.mp3
http://bbsradio.com/syncf/True_History_of_Our_Galactic_World_and_NESARA/True_History_of
_Our_Galactic_World_and_NESARA_2015-04-25_HOUR_6.mp3

Introduction
• The new number for the Conference Line:
• for an hour, every Friday, Saturday – 8-9 pm MST 1-209-647-1600 pin 353 863#
• for the rest of the show, it's BBS Radio for those with computers,
or for those without - 1- 860-970- 9300 – pin codes are listed on page 1
• if you can't hear on the 860 number, call 1-716-748 – 0144 out of Texas:
this gets you straight into the BBS radio program and, by all reports, it is as
clear as a bell!
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Hard News:
Quake in Nepal – 1,500 lost at this time; structures collapsing – has to do with the
awakening of the Pacific rim of Fire; 300 miles in all directions felt this quake.
• In quite a big time right now: a sign that flesh and blood in the physical sense has to
deal with what is going on.
Volcano in Chile: lots of mercury in the air – every thing is covered with volcanic ash, which is
full of mercury: eruption has not stopped, and more expected.
[YouTube sent by Rama: there is a ship hovering over the site, watching]
¿Ovni? Explosión volcán Calbuco, Chile - Recopilación – YouTube
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9Nn9LhYFBY [please cut and paste]
US: severe weather warning from TX to midwest and to Mississippi, alabama, Arkansas, Georgia
and Florida – has to do with El Nina colliding with the cold jet stream – they are getting
snow in NM; floods in TX, tornadoes are possible
Melissa Harris Perry: the story of a lady called Michelle who went to Chicago and got shot
• the cop recklessly shot into the crowd and she got hit on the back of the head: killed her
immediately – and 4 other bullets hit her
• the judge said it was not shooting recklessly according to the law, so he was let off the
charge of manslaughter - this is not living in the spirit of the law – cruel and unusual
punishment for the people
Baltimore: Freddie Gray story
• when the footabe began, he was already on the ground; when the police picked him up –
they consider because he looked a policeman in the eye and began to run, they considered
this to be suspicion of a crime!
• A person on Laurence O'Donnell said you have to have more than running down the
street and being black
• “Black bodies in public space are inherently suspicious”
• hence the quote from Edgar Allan Poe: believe half of what you say, and nothing of what
you hear.
• One part of his leg would not work, it dragged - they put him in steel shackles and let
him roll around in the back of the van; he also said he needed an inhaler as he did
not have his, he said he could not breathe.
• 40 minutes later when they got to the station, he was no longer breathing. They
brought him back by putting him on a breathing device and calling it a coma.
• They had no real probable cause and incurred the damage that was done and did not call
in the medics
State of Virginia: Thomas Jefferson's notes, written by him: he considered people of colour as
monkeys, not as human beings!
• What was going on with him making babies with his lover? Thinks they may have
formalized their relationship in France.
Camp Lovewave:
• R called in and asked about General Petraeus – Michael Hastings' family was on the line
& spoke of the slap on the wrist petraeus got; R said to this day there are doubts and
question marks about MH's death: he had irrefutable proof that 911 was an inside job.
• Teran has talked with Matt Taibi about this; matt will not discuss whatever the MIB said,
it registered! He has found the slimy underbelly of DC and someone will get theirs: it's
about the return of the Mahdi.
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Starman: talked about more about the Andromedans, the Anterians, the Pleiadians, the
Arcturians, the ant people from Orion coming in; not much heard of the ant people for
quite a while so this is a big deal
• All the members of the Intergalactic Confederation of Worlds are here and are discussing
matters of state is a big deal as we approach WESAK festival and the return of Lord
Maitraya / Lord Buddha
Right, Left and Centre: talked about the journalist from Al Jazeera who is in jail in Egypt
• Had Sherif Abdul Kadiz was on the radio
• the Muslim Brotherhood is another tie-in with the 13 Families and their claim to the
Chinese gold and the White Dragon society – the interesting dance is not over for the
journalist
Craig Barnes, Richard Wolffe – to have a new show together called The Money Show
• Capitalism and war are tied at the hip: can't have capitalism without wars
• the oligarchs kissing the ring, the feet, etc of Shelly Adelson are only 25 miles as the
crow flies from Vegas to Area 51
• our brothers in Tau Ceti have it in hand.
Audio: Pirate TV – Chris Hedges

Chris Hedges: Wages of Rebellion Part 1 & 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGQoCS7ty1g&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nV9OtEdQjU&feature=youtu.be
Published on 27 Mar 2015
Revolutions come in waves and cycles. We are again riding the crest of a revolutionary epic,
much like 1848 or 1917, from the Arab Spring to movements against austerity in Greece to
the Occupy movement. In Wages of Rebellion, Chris Hedges—who has chronicled the malaise
and sickness of a society in terminal moral decline in his books Empire of Illusion and Death of
the Liberal Class—investigates what social and psychological factors cause revolution,
rebellion, and resistance. Drawing on an ambitious overview of prominent philosophers,
historians, and literary figures he shows not only the harbingers of a coming crisis but also the
nascent seeds of rebellion. Hedges’ message is clear: popular uprisings in the United States
and around the world are inevitable in the face of environmental destruction and wealth
polarization.
Focusing on the stories of rebels from around the world and throughout history, Hedges
investigates what it takes to be a rebel in modern times. Utilizing the work of Reinhold
Niebuhr, Hedges describes the motivation that guides the actions of rebels as “sublime
madness” — the state of passion that causes the rebel to engage in an unavailing fight against
overwhelmingly powerful and oppressive forces. For Hedges, resistance is carried out not for
its success, but as a moral imperative that affirms life. Those who rise up against the odds will
be those endowed with this “sublime madness.”

This talk was taped March 9, 2015 and will be broadcast in two parts. Hedges alluded to his
meeting that morning with Seattle's Socialist City Council Member Kshama Sawant and wrote
his next Truthdig column about her: "The Most Dangerous Woman in America". We caught up
with Kshama at her volunteer re-election kick-off meeting. The last 18 minutes of part two
features Kshama and her Volunteer Coordinator Ramy Khalil.
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Chris Hedges is a columnist for Truthdig. A Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist, he spent nearly
two decades as a foreign correspondent in Central America, the Middle East, Africa, and the
Balkans, with fifteen years at the New York Times. He is the author of numerous bestselling
books, including Empire of Illusion; Death of the Liberal Class; War is a Force that Gives Us
Meaning; and Days of Destruction, Days of Revolt. He lives in Princeton, New Jersey.
Thanks to the BRICK [Building Revolution by Increasing Community Knowledge] club at
S.P.S.C.C.

Audio: Free Speech TV presents Earth Day 2015
https://www.freespeech.org/fstv-presents-earth-day-2015
FSTV Presents Earth Day 2015

Free Speech TV is celebrating Earth Day with the premiere of the film
Walking in Two Worlds with filmmaker Bo Boudart. The documentary
highlights the battle of the native Tlingit tribe defending the traditions
and protection of the Tongass Forest in Eastern Alaska. After the
premiere Filmmaker Bo Boudart talks about the recent encroachment of
even more industry in the natural treasure and traditional homeland that
is the Tongass Forest.
Tune in April 22nd 8pm ET and again on Saturday April 25th at 1pm ET to watch!

Audio: Bioneers – Biomimicry
True Biotechnologies: Nature’s 100 Best Solutions for Climate Change
JANINE BENYUS, STEPHAN DEWAR, DAVID ORR AND JAY HARMAN

https://soundcloud.com/bioneers/true-biotechnologies-natures

"We can reduce carbon emissions dramatically through biomimicry. We can produce energy
through biomimicry without carbon. We can trap CO2 through biomimicry. We can cool down
the Earth through biomimicry. Biomimicry can save the Earth."
Some of the best minds on the planet are busy cataloging possible solutions to the crisis of
climate chaos. Biomimics Janine Benyus, Stephan Dewar, David Orr and Jay Harman offer a
smorgasbord of startling solutions based on nature’s genius.

http://media.bioneers.org/listing/true-biotechnologies-natures-100-best-solutions-forclimate-change-janine-benyus-stephan-dewar-david-orr-and-jay-harman/
Note: the audio above may not be what is in Saturday History Call ; nevertheless,
Janine Benyus who is speaking in the recording, is in this lineup of speakers
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Audio: Jon Stewart – April 22, 2105

The Daily Show: the cheating scandal

http://www.thecomedynetwork.ca/Shows/TheDailyShow?vid=595584

Reading:

[SEE BELOW]

2013-09-06 The True History of Libertarianism in America~A Phony Ideology to Promote
a Corporate Agenda

ASTROLOGY

THE PELE REPORT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=J9NmUJTxZK0
I am no longer afraid,
To call a spade a spade,
And get all the cards on the table,
To co-create a better way.

CLICK the chart below for a larger, printable version
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The key words for this week's Mercury/Mars conjunction are "Delicate Negotiations," as in, try
as hard as you can to keep them delicate haha! Merc/Mars wants to jump in there like a laser
beam and with little patience and possibly some resentment or anger, go straight for the
jugular! So the down side is that you can do damage with your words this week or receive
some harsh words coming at you. The upside is that it gets the yuck outa' there! It is time to
share some of your personal values or some subjective needs/wants and now you are more
capable of pushing through your fears and actually "fessing up." It may not be comfortable
but it is good to be clear about where you stand and where everyone else stands (and needs)
to move into the future without doubts, questions and secret agendas that can come back to
bite. So if you can remain tactful and truthful this can be a good housekeeping week! Practice,
practice practice haha!

Reading: 2015-04-25 The Oracle Report

Reading:

2010-Oct-24 Atlantis: The True Legend of the Fall

[SEE BELOW]

[SEE BELOW]

[As always, the interspersed comments by Tara are of interest! The story sounds like
what is happening today.]

Audio: White House Correspondents Dinner

[SEE BELOW]

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/04/26/white-housecorrespondents-dinner-2015-video_n_7112482.html
Audio: Max Keiser

Episode 749 April 25, 2015

http://img.rt.com/files/episode/3d/b8/90/00/kr2504.mp4?event=download
Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert, in a double-header, reveal the pale riders of the rigged market
apocalypse - from the patsy from the hell that is Hounslow to the ‘short of a lifetime’
guaranteed to deliver Armageddon in a wasteland of declining McWages.
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Audio: Jon Stewart - The Daily Show the entitlement program; women in the military;
Ted Garland of the Goldberg show.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPPKty5-wG8
Comment: Cecily Strong from SNL listed a whole bunch of items; ties in Chris Hedges' remarks
about Goldman Sachs being the most evil corporation on earth. Hank Paulson, former head
of Goldman Sachs, is already a hologram.
Reading: Buddha in Red Face Ch 1: The Dream Time
Closing:

Rainbird

Audio: The Rapture of Being - Thinking Allowed
T: a great sufi master from Venus!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=K08CI7Fcf0c

Pir Vilayat Inayat Khan
The Rapture of Being (#W052)
The Sufi path, says Pir Vilayat, is one of merging our individual existence with the divine reality.
The dancing of Sufis is an expression of the dynamic shifting equilibriums of life, striving, from
moment to moment, toward higher states of being. As we come to understand our true being, we
realize that we partake of the divine rapture. Choirs of angels sing within us and we know
ourselves as beings of radiant light whose boundaries extend to infinity.
In Part Two, Pir Vilayat focuses on the details of Sufi meditation practices which lead to inner selfawareness, unfurling the potential being and divine realization. He discusses exercises that allow
our consciousness to become one with nature and to share the awareness of other human beings.
The late Pir Vilayat Inayat Khan, initiate of an Indian Sufi Order, was author of Toward The One,
Call of the Dervish, The Message in Our Time: The Life and Teaching of the Sufi Master Pir-OMurshid Inayat Khan and Introducing Spirituality into Counseling and Therapy.
http://www.thinkingallowed.com/2pkhan.html
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2015-04-25 The Oracle Report
http://www.oraclereport.com/

FROM WISE OWL LAWRENCE TAKEN NEAR SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIFORNIA

Saturday, April 25 - Sunday, April 26, 2015
First Quarter Moon Phase: step out, take action
Moon in Leo
Goddess of Wisdom: Chinnamasta (Goddess Who Expands The
Mind)
God of Will: Ian (God of the East)
Skill: Saturday: take a leap of faith Sunday: tap and adapt (tap
into something cosmic so that you can adapt to the changing environment)
True Alignment: transcending something, recognizing the talents of others and self, studying something indepth, sharpening ability to discern, allowing, bringing new things to the field of consciousness
Catalysts for Change: resisting the truth, seeking answers outside of yourself when the answer is inside
yourself, greed, unprepared, following without thinking, avoiding asking for help, holding on to illusions
Sabian Symbol for the Lunar Month: "the music of the spheres"
The expansion into the fifth dimensional level of conscious that accompanied the New Moon a week ago - the
New Moon that signaled the beginning of a new era for humanity - is taken to a new level this weekend.
I discuss this more in the audio "Paradise Found or The Second Renaissance Descends" (located on the
homepage of oraclereport.com) which is an overview of this lunar month and a commentary on a wider
dynamic in operation.
On Saturday, solutions to problems or questions emerge. The energy facilitates bridging across things that divide (and
potentially conquer) us. We overcome gaps that separate. We make connections in how we think, agree, and resonate.
This is especially true for bridging away from fear. Things that have haunted or daunted us come to a new level of
resolution.
To reach these solutions, it may be necessary to take a leap of faith - a big one. In fact, the bigger the leap of faith (the
scarier something is, the greater the gulf between you and something, someone or an idea, the harder something is to
face) the better. Great strides in personal understanding translate into great strides in consciousness. "Know yourself,
know the universe" is strongly in effect.
Finding inner peace creates universal peace. Finding inner connection creates universal connection, and so forth.
On Sunday, the energies "go deep" and in turn we tap into something that feeds our souls and enables us to adapt and
cope in better or more efficient ways. We may find ourselves plunging or diving into something with gusto. This energy
wants to help us find things that help us. It wants to help us empower ourselves. It wants to help us feel better so that
we can begin to understand, appreciate, and experience a better life and world. By tapping into this "re-Source" we find
that we have new adaptations of consciousness. Tap and adapt. Connect and re-create. This is the way life is in 5D. How
wonderful.
Friday's wisdom about resistance morphs into answers and adaptations this weekend. The expansion of this, as well as an
unlimited variety of other things, is proffered by Jupiter moving to the 14th degree of Leo and the Sabian symbol "cherublike, a human soul whispers, seeking to manifest" and Mars moves to 19th degree of Taurus and the Sabian symbol "a new
continent rising out of the ocean." How divine.
As always, snap a photograph when something of beauty catches your eye so that we can all partake!
2015-04-25
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2013-09-06 The True History of Libertarianism in America~A Phony Ideology to
Promote a Corporate Agenda
Before Milton Friedman was earning plaudits as an economic genius, he was a shill for the real
estate industry and an early pioneer for big business propaganda known as libertarianism.
By Mark Ames / NSFWCORP
September 6, 2013
This is an adapted version of an article that first appeared on NSFWCORP. Published daily
online and monthly in print, NSFWCORP is The Future of Journalism (With Jokes). For more
features, or to subscribe, click here.
This important article kicks off what will be a focus of coverage of AlterNet over the next few
months on the corporate-funded "pro-market" arm of libertarianism in America and the
sophisticated methods of inserting business propaganda into the public debate.

***
Every couple of years, mainstream media hacks pretend to have just discovered libertarianism as
some sort of radical, new and dynamic force in American politics. It’s a rehash that goes back
decades, and hacks love it because it’s easy to write, and because it’s such a non-threatening
“radical” politics (unlike radical left politics, which threatens the rich). The latest version involves a
summer-long pundit debate in the pages of the New York Times, Reason magazine and elsewhere
over so-called “libertarian populism.” It doesn’t really matter whose arguments prevail, so long as
no one questions where libertarianism came from or why we’re defining libertarianism as anything
but a big business public relations campaign, the winner in this debate is Libertarianism.
Pull up libertarianism’s floorboards, look beneath the surface into the big business PR campaign’s
early years, and there you’ll start to get a sense of its purpose, its funders, and the PR hucksters
who brought the peculiar political strain of American libertarianism into being — beginning with
the libertarian movement’s founding father, Milton Friedman. Back in 1950, the House of
Representatives held hearings on illegal lobbying activities and exposed both Friedman and the
earliest libertarian think-tank outfit as a front for business lobbyists. Those hearings have been
largely forgotten, in part because we’re too busy arguing over the finer points of “libertarian
populism.”
Milton Friedman. In his early days, before millions were spent on burnishing his reputation,
Friedman worked as a business lobby shill, a propagandist who would say whatever he was paid
to say. That's the story we need to revisit to get to the bottom of the modern American
libertarian "movement," to see what it's really all about. We need to take a trip back to the postwar years, and to the largely forgotten Buchanan Committee hearings on illegal lobbying
activities, led by a pro-labor Democrat from Pennsylvania, Frank Buchanan.
What the Buchanan Committee discovered was that in 1946, Milton Friedman and his U Chicago
cohort George Stigler arranged an under-the-table deal with a Washington lobbying executive to
pump out covert propaganda for the national real estate lobby in exchange for a hefty payout, the
terms of which were never meant to be released to the public. They also discovered that a
lobbying outfit which is today credited by libertarians as the movement’s first think-tank — the
Foundation for Economic Education — was itself a big business PR project backed by the largest
corporations and lobbying fronts in the country.
2015-04-25
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It starts just after the end of World War Two, when America’s industrial and financial giants,
fattened up from war profits, established a new lobbying front group called the Foundation for
Economic Education (FEE) that focused on promoting a new pro-business ideology—which it called
“libertarianism”— to supplement other business lobbying groups which focused on specific policies
and legislation.
The FEE is generally regarded as “the first libertarian think-tank” as Reason’s Brian Doherty calls it
in his book “Radicals For Capitalism: A Freewheeling History of the Modern Libertarian Movement”
(2007). As the Buchanan Committee discovered, the Foundation for Economic Education was the
best-funded conservative lobbying outfit ever known up to that time, sponsored by a Who’s Who
of US industry in 1946.
A partial list of FEE’s original donors in its first four years— a list discovered by the Buchanan
Committee — includes: The Big Three auto makers GM, Chrysler and Ford; top oil majors
including Gulf Oil, Standard Oil, and Sun Oil; major steel producers US Steel, National Steel,
Republic Steel; major retailers including Montgomery Ward, Marshall Field and Sears; chemicals
majors Monsanto and DuPont; and other Fortune 500 corporations including General Electric,
Merrill Lynch, Eli Lilly, BF Goodrich, ConEd, and more.
The FEE was set up by a longtime US Chamber of Commerce executive named Leonard Read,
together with Donaldson Brown, a director in the National Association of Manufacturers lobby
group and board member at DuPont and General Motors.
That is how libertarianism in America started: As an arm of big business lobbying.
Before bringing back Milton Friedman into the picture, this needs to be repeated again:
“Libertarianism” was a project of the corporate lobby world, launched as a big business “ideology”
in 1946 by The US Chamber of Commerce and the National Association of Manufacturers. The
FEE’s board included the future founder of the John Birch Society, Robert Welch; the most
powerful figure in the Mormon church at that time, J Reuben Clark, a frothing racist and antiSemite after whom BYU named its law school; and United Fruit president Herb Cornuelle.
The purpose of the FEE — and libertarianism, as it was originally created — was to supplement big
business lobbying with a pseudo-intellectual, pseudo-economics rationale to back up its policy and
legislative attacks on labor and government regulations.
This background is important in the Milton Friedman story because Friedman is a founding father
of libertarianism, and because the corrupt lobbying deal he was busted playing a part in was
arranged through the Foundation for Economic Education.
According to Congressional hearings on illegal lobbying activities 1946 was the year that Milton
Friedman and his U Chicago cohort George Stigler arranged an under-the-table deal with a
Washington lobbying executive to pump out covert propaganda for the national real estate lobby
in exchange for a hefty payout, the terms of which were never meant to be released to the public.
The arrangement between Friedman and Stigler with the Washington real estate lobbyist was
finally revealed during a congressional review of illegal lobbying activities in 1950, called the
Buchanan Committee. Yes, there was something called accountability back then. I only came
across the revelations about Friedman’s sordid beginnings in the footnotes of an old book on the
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history of lobbying by former Newsweek book editor Karl Schriftgiesser, published in 1951, shortly
after the Buchanan Committee hearings ended. The actual details of Milton Friedman’s PR deal are
sordid and familiar, with tentacles reaching into our ideologically rotted-out era.
False, whitewashed history is as much a part of the Milton Friedman mythology as it is the
libertarian movement’s own airbrushed history about its origins; the 1950 Buchanan Committee
hearings expose both as creations of big business lobby groups whose purpose is to deceive and
defraud the public and legislators in order to advance the cause of corporate America.
The story starts like this: In 1946, Herbert Nelson was the chief lobbyist and executive vice
president for the National Association of Real Estate Boards, and one of the highest paid lobbyists
in the nation. Mr. Nelson’s real estate constituency was unhappy with rent control laws that
Truman kept in effect after the war ended. Nelson and his real estate lobby led what House
investigators discovered was the most formidable and best-funded opposition to President Truman
in the post-war years, amassing some $5,000,000 for their lobby efforts—that’s $5mln in 1946
dollars, or roughly $60 million in 2012 dollars.
So Herbert Nelson contracted out the PR services of the Foundation for Economic Education to
concoct “third party” propaganda designed to shore up the National Real Estate lobby’s legislative
drive — and the propagandists who took on the job were Milton Friedman and his U Chicago
cohort, George Stigler.
To understand the sort of person Herbert Nelson was, here is a letter he wrote in 1949 that
Congressional investigators discovered and recorded:
"I do not believe in democracy. I think it stinks. I don’t think anybody except direct taxpayers
should be allowed to vote. I don’t believe women should be allowed to vote at all. Ever since they
started, our public affairs have been in a worse mess than ever."
It’s an old libertarian mantra, libertarianism versus democracy, libertarianism versus women’s
suffrage; a position most recently repeated by billionaire libertarian Peter Thiel— who was Ron
Paul’s main campaign funder in his 2012 presidential campaign.
So in 1946, this same Herbert Nelson turned to the Foundation for Economic Education to
manufacture some propaganda to help the National Association of Real Estate Boards fight rent
control laws. Nelson chose to work with the FEE because he knew that the founder of the first
libertarian think-tank, Leonard Read, agreed with him on a lot of important issues. Such as their
mutual contempt for democracy, and their disdain for the American public.
Leonard Read, the legendary (among libertarians) founder/head of the FEE, argued that the public
should not be allowed to know which corporations donated to his libertarian front-group because,
he argued, the public could not be trusted to make “sound judgments” with disclosed information:
"The public reporting would present a single fact—the amount of a contributor’s donation—to
casual readers, persons having only a cursory interest in the matter at issue, persons who would
not and perhaps could not possess all the facts. These folks of the so-called public thus receive
only oversimplifications or half-truths from which only erroneous conclusions are almost certain to
be drawn. If there is a public interest in the rightness or wrongness of corporate or personal
donations to charitable, religious or education institutions, and I am not at all ready to concede
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that there is, then that interest should be guarded by some such agency as the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, an agency that is in a position to obtain all the facts, not by Mr. John Public who lacks
relevant information for the forming of sound judgments...Public reporting of a half-truth is indeed
a significant provocation."
So in May 1946, Herbert Nelson of the Real Estate lobby, looking for backup in his drive to abolish federal
rent control laws on behalf of landlords, contacted libertarian founder Leonard Read of the FEE with an order
for a PR pamphlet “with some such title as ‘The Case against Federal Real Estate Control’,” according to Karl
Schriftgiesser’s book The Lobbyists.
What happened next, I’ll quote from Schriftgiesser:
"They were now busily co-operating on the new project which the foundation had engaged Milton Friedman
and George J. Stigler to write. It was to be called Roofs and Ceilings and it was to be an outright attack on
rent controls. When Nelson received a copy of the manuscript he wrote Read to say, “The pamphlet...is a
dandy. It is just what I wanted."
The National Association of Real Estate Boards was so pleased with Milton Friedman’s made-to-order
propaganda that they ordered up 500,000 pamphlets from the FEE, and distributed them throughout the real
estate lobby’s vast local network of real estate brokers and agents.
In libertarianism’s own airbrushed history about itself, the Foundation for Economic Education was a brave,
quixotic bastion of libertarian “true believers” doomed to defeat at the all-powerful hands of the liberal
Keynsian Leviathan and the collectivist mob. Here is how libertarian historian Brian Doherty describes the
FEE and its chief lobbyist Leonard Read:
"[Read] would never explicitly scrape for funds... He never directly asked anyone to give
anything, he proudly insisted, and while FEE would sell literature to all comers, it was also free
to anyone who asked. His attitude toward money was Zen, sometimes hilariously so. When
asked how FEE was doing financially, his favorite reply was, “Just perfectly.”... Read wanted no
endowments and frowned on any donation meant to be held in reserve for some future need."
And here is what the committee’s own findings reported—findings lost in history:
"It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the Foundation for Economic Education exerts, or at least expects
to exert, a considerable influence on national legislative policy....It is equally difficult to imagine that the
nation’s largest corporations would subsidize the entire venture if they did not anticipate that it would pay
solid, long-range legislative dividends."
Or in the words of Rep. Carl Albert (D-OK): "Every bit of this literature is along propaganda lines."
The manufactured history about libertarian’s origins, or its purpose, parallels the manufactured myths about
one of big business’s key propaganda tools, Milton Friedman. As the author of The Lobbyists, not knowing
who Milton Friedman was at the time, wrote of Friedman’s collaborative effort with Stigler:
“Certainly [the FEE’s] booklet, Roofs or Ceilings, was definitely propaganda and sought to influence
legislation....This booklet was printed in bulk by the foundation and half a million copies were sold at cost to
the National Association of Real Estate Boards, which had them widely distributed throughout the country by
its far-flung network of local member boards.”
There's no idealism here. The notion that libertarian ideas have captured the political imagination of millions
in this country is a root problem: if we're going to escape the corporate oligarchy that is running this
country--their ideas can't possibility be the alternative solution. This movement has to be recognized for
what it is.
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2010-Oct-24

Atlantis: The True Legend of the Fall

You see, Atlantis existed for over 200,000 years. The vast majority of the Atlantean times were
epochs of light! Only the final phase, the period from 17,500 BC to 10,500 BC was in your terms,
a dark era, but one rich in lesson.
The Golden Age
We tell you in fact that the Golden Period of Atlantis was the highest level of Light Consciousness
ever achieved on the Earth Plane in any advanced civilization;, higher than LeMuria, higher than
Mu, higher than Rama, higher than Ignacious. It has become somewhat fashionable to consider
LeMuria as being the utopian civilization, and though they did achieve a relatively short lived
phase of high consciousness, most in that era were not truly in physical bodies, rather in deviclike etheric states, and did not face the difficulties required of the physical earth stage. Indeed
LeMuria never achieved the highly advanced level that existed in that Golden Phase of Atlantis
from 40,000 BC to 18,000 BC. A time when Gods walked with men, and all knew joyful expression
It was the hallowed time when many of you walked as Star Children, and later chose biology and
the lesson cycles of reincarnation on the Blue Planet called Earth.
So when you consider Atlantis, DO NOT only remember its sad demise! It was but a short phase
of the magnificent antediluvian world, yet it must not be forgotten, so very much is to be gained
by understanding the final phase, and Dear Ones, it is time to remember.
The Atlantean Hologram
So we speak of once mighty Atlantis, and we speak to all of you, for Atlantis is a great hologramic
lesson, and ones whose time has returned, for the memory of Atlantis is not just a healing.
Indeed, for some it is a requisite healing, a necessary cleansing, but for others it is also a
benevolent empowerment. It recalls a time when you walked in knowledge. Regardless of your
myriad roles in Atlantis, and Dear Ones, 70% of all on the planet at this time experienced
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physicality there, Atlantis now calls to you.
And the call is not just for those of you of the Law of One, it is equally called to the Aryans, to the
Sons of Belial. Indeed many of you experienced lifetimes in both ideologies. Does that surprise
you?
The Deluge of 17,500 BC - Downward Spiral of the Final Phase
The time is after the second deluge, when the utopian Golden Age subsided and Atlantis split into
5 islands. The three major islands were known as Poseida, Aryan and Og. The two smaller islands
were under the rule of Aryan, and were known as Atalya and Eyre. And so in the days after the
second break up of Atlantis, the benevolent government rule by kingdom passed into the phase of
a confederation, state governments, in your terms, that ruled each of the islands. An aristocracy
of sorts evolved that consisted of two opposing ideologies. The two major components of these
were the 'Law of One', based predominantly on the Isle of Poseida and 'The Sons of Belial' based
on the Isle of Aryan. The island of Aryan was the most populated and exerted influence and
political control over Og, Atalya and Eyre.
Poseida was the planets most potent vortex portal complex at the time of Atlantis. The Poseida
grouping and isle housed the Temple of Healing, the Temple of Sound, the Temple of One, the
Temple of Regeneration and the Temple of Knowledge. Poseida housed most of the major centers
for higher learning. These were placed on Poseida because of its advantageous location within the
geodesic grids and its proximity to beneficial electromagnetic energies that spiraled upward from
the earth's core. An incredibly potent healing spring flowed on Poseida, near the Temple of
Healing, and its lore spawned the myths of the 'Fountain of Youth' passed down by the indigenous
peoples of Florida. It flows yet into the oceans near Bimini.
The tall ones, the golden race of Atlantis, of Pleadean seed were centered in Poseida, these ones
averaging 10 to 12 feet in stature. These were a gentle race of giants, involved in the cultural,
artistic and educational pursuits in the heart of Atlantis. Poseida was also the headquarters and
nucleus of the crystalline power grid and interdimensional tunnel system. The most advanced,
complex and beautiful of the crystals were here. The were of Arcturian and Sirian construct, a
living amalgam of many crystalline forms imbued with an alloy of platinum and gold. The crystals
were housed in magnificent Temples, some built of marble, others of crystalline sheets of beryl,
corundum and diamond. Poseida was also the capital city of the island, and was called the
Emerald City. The Atlanteans had perfected, with Arcturian technology, the ability to grow crystals
of every structure and essence in an accelerated growth within the underground crystal beds of
Arkansas, Tibet and Brasil, all being Atlantean colonies, accessed through the interdimensional
tunnel system.
Throughout Atlantis, power grid crystals, called posers, were triangulated and connected through
a gold-copper rod under an spherical dome that could be angled to receive specific stellar, solar
and gravitational energy waves. This was the system used to power homes, offices, media, and
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theaters, manufacturing concerns, medical centers, schools and businesses. The poser system
was received in each structure by receiving crystal units of various sizes. The poser system was
also able to receive specialized refracted light and feed it into the ley energy system for use in the
interdimensional tunnel system and feed crystalline light into conductive earth currents to raise
the frequency into a semi- aware electromagnetic plasmic field of benevolent energy capable of
retaining spiritual frequencies.
A great crystalline satellite, referred to as the second moon of Atlantis, floated above in the skies
and received, amplified and reflected refined energy back to the crystals for various beneficial
purposes. It served both the posers and the Master Crystals used in temples. Specialized energy
fields were projected into agricultural and crystal growing areas to amplify and accelerate growth,
as well as into universities, hospitals, schools, offices, factories and work places to create a sense
of well being and invigoration for the workers and students. We will speak more of this 'second
moon 'later in this assay.
Now, the Temples were astonishing works of sacred geometry and stunning architecture. Many of
the great temples were covered in a dome of projected crystalline amplified light somewhat like a
glowing force field. These were of various colors and glowed in day and night. These were varied
according to the purpose of the temple complex. Some temples projected domes and fields of
vibratory light and resonate sound frequencies that amplified the senses and chakras, others
amplified the receptive learning ability of the mind, and others enabled multidimensional
consciousness, communication and transport. Additionally most of the he major cities during the
Golden Age of Atlantis had crystalline power domes of energy fields above them.
After the second deluge, only, the capital city of Poseida had a full crystalline energy dome, and it
was an incredible emerald green color.
Prior to the deluge of 17,500 BC, most major cities, including Meruvia, the Capital of Aryan had
such power domes over the perimeter. The one in Aryan was a soft ruby red.
In the Golden Age of Atlantis, the Pyramids were three and four sided, depending on their utility
and generally made of marble, granite and complex crystals. The three-sided pyramids were used
as antennas to draw and amplify energies and fed them into the poser grid to power homes,
factories and create energy fields for various utilities. The crystalline satellite was used to reflect
the angled stellar energy waves into these triangulated grids. There were over 100 of these
triangulated pyramidal grid complexes. They were set up in concentric triangulation patterns all
over the planet. They established a hemispheric grid network of crystalline and electromagnetic
energy dividing the areas of Atlantis, America, Africa, Mediterranean Europe and South America
into different demographic centers-for powering population centers, and to modulate weather
patterns and tides. The areas of Mongolia and Tibet were also part of this complex, connected by
interdimensional ley tunnels. But the largest groupings of these were in the homelands of Atlantis.
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The four- sided pyramids were essentially Temple complexes set as full octahedrons and used for
healing, learning, regeneration and spiritual purposes. These were not triangulated, and generally
set on hilltops or along the coastlines to receive both telluric and celestial energies. The lands
below the center plane were excavated to allow for the downward pyramid of the octahedron
design construct, thus connecting energetically to both above and below.
The 'Law of One' contingency of Poseida were devoutly spiritual people and sought equality among
the people and a unification of Oneness. Although much technology and quality of life had been
lost in the prior two breakups of Atlantis (the first in 58,000 BC, the second in 17,500 BC)
technology still remained at an advanced level. Yet the harmony experienced in the Golden Age of
Atlantis spiraled downward after the break up into island s in 17,500 BC as the islands grew into
separately governed entities, which held to very differing ideologies in the initially chaotic and
difficult period of reconstruction immediately after the break up.

Poseida and the Atla-Ra
A highly disciplined and evolved sect of scientist priest held the technical wisdom and expertise of
managing the crystal power grids. The vast majority of Atla-Ra were of the tall golden race, but
there were also members from the bronze, white, LeMurian brown and Cetean races. At that time
there were still Cetean dolphin beings that walked on two legs, verbally communicated and
breathed air in a similar fashion to humankind. The sect of scientist- priests were referred to as
the Atla- Ra. The Atla-Ra still maintained the highest standards of consciousness and were able to
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continue vibrating at very high frequencies of consciousness, at and above the level of 12th
dimensional light & energy, remaining very pure and resonant with the true 'Oneness' concept of
the Creator/God. They sustained higher dimensional -telepathic contact with the advanced space
brethren from the Pleiades, , Arcturius, Andromeda and Sirius.
The Atla-Ra Priests were highly revered and traditionally separate, above & exempt from
governmental controls, and thus kept the knowledge & senior management of crystal technology
largely in the wise & benevolent hands of the sect, although their were some technicians and
crystal engineers from the Poseidan populace involved who were not in the Atla-Ra sect. The
Scientist Priest of Atla-Ra were both male and female and were capable of great life spans, both
through the regeneration of mind power and through the technology of same in the Temple of
Rejuvenation. Many lived lifetimes in the same biology for 6,000 years, some to 12,000 years!
Thus was the technology preserved through this holy sect. Many brilliant souls were among these.
The entities you know as Galileo, Isaac Newton, Einstein, Tesla, Edison, Marcel Vogel, Ronna
Herman and DaVinci were among the Atla-Ra. Tyberonn and Oneronn were part of this group of
scientist priest, who lived very long lifetimes.
Many of you, especially your artists have great recall of the capital city of Atlantis located in the
region of Poseida. It was termed the Emerald City because of the glowing green light dome
projected over it. Some of your artists in fact have made renditions of the city that are quite
accurate. It was an exquisite marvel of architecture, culture and engineering, by far the most
beautiful metropolis that has ever existed on your planet. It was breathtaking. The city, also
named Poseida, as was the state, was composed of a series of concentric walls and encircled by
flowing seagreen canals. It was full of beautifully constructed Temples, Universities, Theatres and
Museums. At the very center was a hill, and on top of the hill the majestic and stunning Temple of
Poseidon, which was visible from everywhere in the holy emerald city. Inside the temple was a
massive gold statue of the God of the Sea showing him driving six winged horses made of extra
terrestrial platinum. The statue was embellished with precious gemstones of every color and type.
The Temple was octagonal and along each of the 8 walls were built convex enclosures with
platforms for amazing crystals that stood twelve feet high and glowed like transparent diamonds.
Poseida had been the least damaged of the major Atlantean cities after the break up into islands,
and was still of a very high frequency and quality of life.
Aryan and the Industrial Complex:
Aryan was the largest of the islands and the most populated. Aryan was the commercial center
and yielded the most influence from the economic, agricultural and military perspective. After the
2nd deluge, Aryan was significantly damaged and the infrastructure required a chaotic stage of
rebuilding. In the process, the state became controlled by an elitist, affluent 'white' race, who
gained control of the economy, military powers and island-state government, even though the
majority of the populace were of the bronze or red race. From Aryan grew a corrupt powerminded aristocracy who sought to block the 'Law of One' and utilize Atlantis's technology for
control of the world, this through the utilization of crystalline energy for weaponry, and use of
genetic science for development & retention of an inferior race to serve as workers and soldiers.
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The genetic engineering was based in Meruvia, on Aryan. It had originally been used for
benevolent purposes, for seeking improved physical vehicles for those that had incarnated into
physical bodies that mutated into half man half beast abominations. The genetic work had been
processed and developed on Aryan and was used to remove appendages, claws, feathers and
reptilian skins and scales. This was done in the Temple of Purification, somewhat of a specialized
medical centre. Again, we emphasize that during the Golden Age of Atlantis, its utility had been
quite benevolent. Tremendous genetic advances were made and a great understanding of cloning
and adjusting physical limitations for betterment came in responsible, ethical utility.
In the chaos of the reconstruction period, genetic engineering came under the control of the Belial
group, and then denigrated into corrupt uses of greed and power. The genetic engineering began
being used for dark ends, in creating a race of worker- slaves and hybrid man animals. Just as in
Nazi Germany it was conveyed to the masses as development of a 'pure race'. In fact many of the
genetic scientist were initially kept unaware of what their research and development work was
being used for until it was essentially too late for them to stop it. Some of you carry great guilt to
this day as a result of this work.
Law of One and Sons of Belial
This use of genetically engineered servant classes led to the great rift between the Law of One
and the Sons of Belial, the latter of which became so engrossed and hardened in the materialistic
ambitions of the industrial machine that they lost sight of the spiritual ethics that had prevailed
over the continent of Atlantis in the Golden Era. Literally hundreds of thousands of hybrid
mutations were created to work the fields and monstrosities were created with controlled minds to
robotically do the biddings of their 'masters'. The agro-industrial society of Aryan became quite
dependent on them. Souls became trapped in cloned bodies termed 'things' and 'others' with
genetic lobotomies and nullified, sexuality and emotional abilities. Many who were trapped in
monstrous or sub intelligent androgynous human bodies, still carry that horrendous pain of being
imprisoned in physical embodiments that allowed for, no advanced learning, spiritual growth or
emotional expression.
For several millennia the two ideologies remained head-locked over this issue and governmental
agencies were in a state of delicate impasse. The Poseidans were far too cultured and gentle in
nature to attempt to fight the Aryans and sought to educate them and spiritually influence them
into changing their ways. The Aryans, who outnumbered the Poseidans 3 to 1, dared not attack
Poseida lest they have the crystalline energy that powered the nation shut off.
Colonial Wars
In the interim outbreaks of war erupted between the Aryan controlled Atlantean military as the former
colonies of Atlantis located in the Mediterranean areas broke traditional ties and developed their own
independent governments. The colonies, particularly those in Greece and Turkey saw the change from the
utopian Atlantis to the military-fascist state controlled by Aryan and sought to break away. Although the
Aryans had the military edge, the Mediterranean states did not succumb, and regional colonial wars raged on
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with neither side able to dominate the other. Factions within Aryan increasingly sought to use crystal energy
to quell the adversaries. This was firmly refused by the Atla-Ra and 'Law of One' populace of Poseida.
Several futile attempts to terrorize the Poseidans were attempted by the Aryans, and each was quelled. The
Poseidans retaliated by shutting down the power and negating the Aryans. The Aryans responded by stopping
food supply and manufactured goods. A great impasse ensued.

The Atlantean Unification Congress
In a great deceptive scheme, disguised as a plan for unification, the Aryans approached the Poseidans with
the formation of a renewed National Congress to work out their growingly tense differences and bring
harmony to Atlantis. Representatives from the Law of One were sent along with the representatives from the
Sons of Belial. The Congress was formalized with an equal amount of representation from the two parties.
Within short order a federation of sorts was sanctified with the promise of greater harmony. It appeared for
several decades that the promise of change and betterment might come about from the National Congress.
The Poseidans were encouraged and many of them let down their guard. The Atla-Ra remained wary of the
motives and sensed deception.
Initially the National Congress did improve relations and many minor superficial laws that promised unity
were set in motion. Yet the primary points of opposition, the genetic slavery and crystal energy management
remained unresolved.
However, from within the Sons of Belial had risen a hypnotic charismatic leadership who seduced the masses
in Atlantis into believing they were the answer to returning Atlantis to its lost Golden Age of prominence and
abundance. The leaders of this group were the souls that you know as Hitler and Himmler, indeed the
supremest Nazis of your World War II. Large militaristic legions were formed and gained the edge in covert
political persuasion and power. The hybrid mutants were used to terrorize those who opposed them in Aryan
and Og, and one occasion this was futilely attempted in Poseida.
The powerful Aryan contingent were masters of manipulation and media. They presented well thought out
arguments that masked their true intentions and promised mutual compromise The propaganda seemed
quite feasible on the surface and convinced many including moderates and some from the Law of One of its
hope for harmony.
In what appeared to be a great opportunity for resolution, a law was proposed by the Belial group to bring
the genetic engineering, heretofore controlled by the state of Aryan under federalized control, and in return,
bring the crystal poser system under the control of a governmental agency. A great discussion and debate
occurred under great national scrutiny. A vote was set, but failed in the congressional vote.

Betrayal:
However, a compelling compromise was offered by the cunning leadership of the Belial, which allowed for the
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law to be passed on the basis that a council staffed with 5 Poseidans and 4 Aryans would head a new
government agency for federalized Crystalline- Energy control. The fact that the Law of One were given
apparent majority control of the council made the plan seem very promising to the populace of Poseida. The
law allowed that no changes could be made without majority consensus of the council, but included the
caveat that while the Atla -Ra would remain in departmental head positions, they would no longer be exempt
from governmental controls. A training program was included that would allow engineers from both parties,
outside the Atla-Ra, to be trained and taught the complex engineering.
Initially, despite the wariness of Atla-Ra, the system appeared to be working and bringing a better harmony.
However, within two years, the wars in the Mediterranean roared back in full escalation, and the rebelling
colonies seemed to be gaining the advantage. Pressure mounted to use crystal beams for war purposes
under the guise of national security. A discussion, debate and vote was scheduled for the Governing Council.
National security was touted and a misaligned sense of manipulated patriotism swept the land.
Then the deception rolled into effect. To the great shock & chagrin of the Poseidans, one of the Law of One
members of the Council, switched positions. He was neither of the Atla-Ra, nor the Golden race. He had risen
politically as a charismatic leader, a trusted negotiator, who had pledged allegiances to the Law of One and
gained their full confidence. He had been targeted and seduced by the Aryans, and fell victim to his
ambitions.
In the aftermath, this one felt great remorse, and spent subsequent lifetimes attempting to make up for the
mistake. For truly he did not foresee the catastrophic ending, and had allowed himself to be blindly
compromised under promises of power and position.
Dear Ones, such is the illusion of power. You see when one gains power, that which may seem right can often
be an illusion of ego. Each on the road of Mastery must eventually decide between power and love. Even the
one you call Hitler thought the master race scenario would enable a better future for the earth, with one
supreme physical embodiment being the single eventual race that all souls would reincarnate into, reducing
disease, and eliminating racial division by having only one 'Master' race. Even the one you call Judas in your
biblical allegory thought that by placing Jesua ben Josef in detention, he would be forced to use his divine
powers to reveal his Mastery to the world! Indeed the paradox is that what you term as 'Power' is often the
polar opposite of love. Do you see how ego and power can deceive? Do you?
Thus through 'legalized' governmental control, the use of the crystal power complex & grids came under
governmental control under the sons of Belial, and sadly could not be reversed.

The Second Moon of Atlantis
That which was known as the 'Second Moon of Atlantis', the crystalline poser grids and fire crystals came
under governmental control, and their usage became altered as the Aryan knowledge of the programming
grew. The Atla-Ra were able to defer the usage initially, but in time were stymied.
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Now as we have mentioned earlier, that termed the second moon of Atlantis, was in fact a massive crystalline
satellite. It was of Arcturian construct and managed by the Priest Scientist of the Law of One. The crystalline
satellite was an enormous unmanned sphere of brilliant engineering, approximately five miles in diameter. It
has been in use since the Golden Age of Atlantis, and served myriad benevolent purpose. It amplified and
controlled the various crystal beams sent from the fire, healing and energy crystals. It was somewhat of a
computerized macrochip that refracted, amplified and reflected powerfully refined beams of energy for use in
agriculture, weather control, tide control, healing temples, regeneration temples and the enhanced leyenergy systems generated by the crystal poser system. It loomed in the skies over Atlantis and appeared as
a golden 'harvest' moon, and thus was known as the second moon of Atlantis. A rainbow kaleidoscopic
energy band of antigravity plasma swirled around the sphere, and often appeared as what you now term the
aurora or northern lights. The satellite crystal moon did not orbit the earth, it moved as programmed, self
directed, constantly shifting locations in order to perform its myriad tasks over Atlantis, Africa and the
eastern seaboard of Brasil.
After the Crystalline Grid complex legally came under federalized Aryan control, the Belial group integrated
their own technologists into the engineering group, quickly replacing key department heads with their own.
The Atla-Ra attempted to block their attempt to reprogram the satellite for war usage, explaining that
overloading the satellite would dissipate the antigravity field that maneuvered it, and a catastrophic crash
could occur. The Aryan scientist debunked the claim. Some of the Atla-Ra were threatened and removed,
others began to mysteriously disappear. Many of the Poseidans felt intimidated and powerless as the
governing council allowed for the satellite to become a 'strategic defense weapon', certain it would function
as programmed, and bring a quick end to the rebellion wars.
The Belial scientist, with council approval reprogrammed a system bypass and began sending destructive
thermal light beams used to initiate volcanic eruptions and massive earthquakes against colonies and nations
who refused to give into their demands. These were aimed in the areas of what is now Greece and Turkey,
and caused great devastation. Indeed it gave the zealous Aryans the battle advantage they so fervently
desired, and they jubilantly increased its usage, with support of most of the populace.

The Beginning of the End
The Crystal Moon began to 'overload', weakening the anti gravity field that kept it afloat. The Atla-Ra
understood the implications of what would soon occur when the programming crashed, but their pleas to the
council continued to be ignored.
After several months of prolonged war use, the satellite began to erratically swerve and shift, and power
blackouts began to occur. Tireless attempts to correct it were unsuccessful. The Atla-Ra were asked to lend
support in correcting it, most refused. Some agreed to try and stabilize it to prevent the impending disaster.
All attempts failed. The council refused the suggestion to incinerate the satellite, disbelieving that it would
crash, and minimizing the effects of an impact even if it did.
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Relocation of the Crystals
Tyberonn & Oberonn gathered an inner group of loyalist within the Atla-Ra and Law of One to plan a circuitry
disconnection & imminent relocation of the fire and energy crystals to various 'safe' locations before the
impending crash of the master satellite. This was done with the technology & assistance of those from Sirius B.

The relocation of the precious crystals was very risky, and required careful planning and great secrecy. It had
to be done before the crash of the 'second moon', and without knowledge of the governing council.
Simultaneously other trusted members of the Atla-Ra worked furiously at hastily and safely gathering data
recording crystals, crystalline skulls and engraved historical records for secure placements in Yucatan,
Alexandria and Giza. This was only partially accomplished; so much was not able to be saved.
Atlantis had numerous power crystals located through out the 5 islands and along specific relay routes of the
underground labyrinth system. The Atla-Ra knew that once the modulated 'motherboard' of the crystal moon
satellite lost its antigravity field, it would crash in a huge explosion and its crashing would subsequently reek
havoc on the major and poser energy crystals, creating catastrophic secondary explosions of a nuclear-class
within hours or days of the crash.
The Atla-Ra and Sirians wanted to insure the master crystals would not be destroyed or used for any further
negative purpose, and be saved for a time when mankind could use them as they were intended. They
understood the power required to transport them would be lost after the crash, and that urgent expediency
was required.

Seven of the enormous primary crystals and two slightly smaller but incredible Arcturian crystals
were relocated within the bulk transport systems of the underground tunnel system with help
from Sirius B. Three huge primary crystals were relocated to the Atlantean crystal fields of
Arkansas, two were relocated to the underground crystal farms of Brazil in the areas of Bahia and
Mineas Gerais, one was relocated to underground chasm below Mount Shasta, and the great fire
crystal was placed underground in a chasm below the Bimini Bank in the Sargasso Sea. The two
sacred Acturian crystals were relocated in the chasms below the area of Tiajuanaco, Bolivia near
Lake Titicaca.
All nine were put in dimensional locks, essentially powered down into energetic dormancy through the
technology of the Sirians. Dozens of other Master Crystals were lost.
The rest, in your vernacular is history, poignant lost history from your mainstream perspective. Truly the
paradox of the forgotten history is that it is contains the most purposeful of lessons!
Indeed after a few months of being utilized for the thermal 'death ray' technology the great crystal satellite
overloaded, its antigravity cushion weakened and it crashed with the accelerated velocity of a massive comet
in a horrific explosion that devastated most of OG and critically weaken the tectonic stability of the Atlantean
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plate, vaporizing massive sections of substrata. The great crystal satellite shattered into billions of
fragmented crystalline shards, which now fill the deep trenches of the Atlantic. Massive clouds of dust and
smoke erupted, hiding the sun. Waves of earthquakes and tsunamis devastated the island and sent great
waves over two thirds of Aryan. Within minutes the remaining power stations exploded with the strength of
nuclear bombs. The remains of one such crystal power station explosion can be seen to this day in the area
of northeast Brasil called 'Sete Cidades'.
Atlantis, and the eastern coast of Brazil and the western coast of Africa were devastated with subsequent
earthquakes. Panic and havoc ensued for 3 weeks as the remaining dry areas shook and landmasses
collapsed into the sea. The land bridge that connected Poseida and Og to the Yucatan remained above water
initially and was literally filled with hundreds of thousands of Atlanteans frantically attempting to escape in a
horrendous panic filled exodus. Every type of sea going vessel was filled with the surviving terrorized
refugees.
And then in one shattering gasp, the remaining lands collapsed downward into the sea. The displaced seas
that became known as the great flood sent dozens of enormous tsunamis that spilled over South America,
Africa and Europe.
It is a scene that has for many many lifetimes plagued and darkened the memories of many of you, who
were indeed a part of it. Dear Ones, it is time to let it go.
Intent & Highest Good
So many of you believe that everything happens as it should happen, as it is 'meant' to be. Dear Ones, that
is not always the case. Things happen as they happen, as a set of many potentials. And indeed from the
higher perspective events happen as they are 'intended' to happen, and we stress the word intent. You are
creators of your event horizons. But Dear Ones, events do not happen in the highest good until you create
the highest good. The Fall of Atlantis was not the highest good, and will not be until you recreate it as such.

If all happened for highest good, you would not reincarnate. In the dramatic school of hologramic
'reality' you will cycle and recycle until you learn this. Do you understand Dear Ones?
Time and probability are a beautiful illusionary paradox....And this is why we tell you that the
Golden Age of Atlantis is actually an event horizon from your future that you pulled into your
'seeming' past!

excerpted from the earthkeeper chronicles of the spirit library
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THE PRESIDENT: Good evening, everybody. Welcome to the White House Correspondents Dinner –- the
night when Washington celebrates itself. (Laughter.) Somebody’s got to do it. (Laughter.)
And welcome to the fourth quarter of my presidency. (Laughter and applause.) It’s true –- that was Michelle
cheering. (Laughter.) The fact is, I feel more loose and relaxed than ever. Those Joe Biden shoulder
massages, they’re like magic. (Laughter.) You should try one. Oh, you have. (Laughter.)
I am determined to make the most of every moment I have left. After the midterm elections, my advisors
asked me, “Mr. President, do you have a bucket list?” And I said, “Well, I have something that rhymes with
bucket list.’” (Laughter and applause.)
Take executive action on immigration? Bucket. (Laughter.) New climate regulations? Bucket. It’s the right
thing to do. (Laughter and applause.)
And my new attitude is paying off. Look at my Cuba policy. The Castro brothers are here tonight. (Laughter
and applause.) Welcome to America, amigos! Que pasa? What? It’s the Castros from Texas? (Laughter.)
Oh. Hi Joaquin. Hi Julian. (Laughter.)
Anyway, being President is never easy. I still have to fix a broken immigration system, issue veto threats,
negotiate with Iran -– all while finding time to pray five times a day. (Laughter.) Which is strenuous.
(Laughter and applause.)
And it is no wonder that people keep pointing out how the presidency has aged me. I look so old, John
Boehner has already invited Netanyahu to speak at my funeral. (Laughter and applause.)
Meanwhile, Michelle hasn’t aged a day. (Applause.) I ask her what her secret is, she just says “fresh fruits
and vegetables.” It’s aggravating. (Laughter.)
The fact is, though, at this point, my legacy is finally beginning to take shape. The economy is getting
better. Nine in ten Americans now have health coverage. (Applause.) Today, thanks to Obamacare, you no
longer have to worry about losing your insurance if you lose your job. You’re welcome, Senate Democrats.
(Laughter and applause.)
Now, look, it is true I have not managed to make everybody happy. Six years into my presidency, some
people still say I’m arrogant and aloof, condescending. Some people are so dumb. (Laughter.) No wonder I
don’t meet with them. (Laughter.)
And that’s not all people say about me. A few weeks ago, Dick Cheney says he thinks I’m the worst
President of his lifetime. Which is interesting, because I think Dick Cheney is the worst President of my
lifetime. (Laughter and applause.) It’s quite a coincidence.
I mean, everybody has got something to say these days. Mike Huckabee recently said people shouldn’t join
our military until a true conservative is elected President. Think about that. It was so outrageous, 47
Ayatollahs wrote us a letter trying to explain to Huckabee how our system works. (Laughter.)
It gets worse. Just this week, Michele Bachmann actually predicted that I would bring about the biblical end
of days. (Laughter.) Now that’s a legacy! (Laughter.) That’s big. I mean, Lincoln, Washington -- they
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didn’t do that. (Laughter.)
But I just have to put this stuff aside, I’ve got to stay focused on my job, because for many Americans, this
is still a time of deep uncertainty. For example, I have one friend –- just a few weeks ago, she was making
millions of dollars a year. And she’s now living out of a van in Iowa. (Laughter and applause.)
Meanwhile, back here in our nation’s capital, we’re always dealing with new challenges. I’m happy to report
that the Secret Service, thanks to some excellent reporting by White House correspondents, they’re really
focusing on some of the issues that have come up. And they finally figured out a full-proof way to keep
people off my lawn. (Laughter.) It works. And it’s not just fence-jumpers. As some of you know, a few
months ago, a drone crash-landed out back. That was pretty serious, but don’t worry, we’ve installed a new,
state-of-the-art security system. (Laughter.)
You know what, let me set the record straight. I tease Joe sometimes, but he has been at my side for seven
years now. I love that man. (Applause.) He’s not just a great Vice President, he is a great friend. We’ve
gotten so close, in some places in Indiana, they won’t serve us pizza anymore. (Laughter and applause.)
I want to thank our host for the evening, a Chicago girl, the incredibly talented Cecily Strong. (Applause.)
On “Saturday Night Life,” Cecily impersonates CNN anchor Brooke Baldwin. Which is surprising, because
usually the only people impersonating journalists on CNN are journalists on CNN. (Laughter.)
ABC is here with some of the stars from their big new comedy, “Black-ish.” (Applause.) It’s a great show,
but I have to give ABC fair warning –- being “Black-ish” only makes you popular for so long. Trust me.
(Laughter.) There’s a shelf life to that thing. (Laughter.)
As always, the reporters here had a lot to cover over the last year. Here on the East Coast, one big story
was the brutal winter. The polar vortex caused so many record lows, they renamed it “MSNBC.” (Laughter.)
But of course, let’s face it, there is one issue on every reporter’s mind and that is 2016. Already, we’ve seen
some missteps. It turns out Jeb Bush identified himself as “Hispanic” back in 2009. Which you know what,
look, I understand. It’s an innocent mistake. Reminds me of when I identified myself as “American” back in
1961. (Laughter and applause.)
Ted Cruz said that denying the existence of climate change made him like Galileo. (Laughter.) Now that’s
not really an apt comparison. Galileo believed the Earth revolves around the sun. Ted Cruz believes the
Earth revolves around Ted Cruz. (Laughter.) And just as an aside, I want to point out, when a guy who has
his face on a “Hope” poster calls you self-centered, you know you’ve got a problem. (Laughter.) The
narcissism index is creeping up a little too high. (Laughter.)
Meanwhile, Rick Santorum announced that he would not attend the same-sex wedding of a friend or a loved
one. To which gays and lesbians across the country responded, that’s not going to be a problem. (Laughter
and applause.) Don’t sweat that one. (Laughter.)
And Donald Trump is here. Still. (Laughter.)
Anyway. (Laughter.) It’s amazing how time flies. Soon, the first presidential contest will take place. And I
for one cannot wait to see who the Koch brothers pick.
It’s exciting. Marco Rubio, Rand Paul, Ted Cruz, Jeb Bush, Scott Walker. Who will finally get that red rose?
(Laughter.) The winner gets a billion-dollar war chest. The runner up gets to be the bachelor on the next
season of “The Bachelor.” (Laughter.) I mean, seriously, a billion dollars. From just two guys. Is it just me,
or does that feel a little excessive? (Laughter.) I mean, it’s almost insulting to the candidates. The Koch
brothers think they need to spend a billion dollars to get folks to like one of these people. (Laughter.) It's
got to hurt their feelings a little bit. (Laughter.)
And, look, I know I’ve raised a lot of money too. But in all fairness, my middle name is “Hussein.”
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(Laughter.) What’s their excuse? (Laughter and applause.)
The trail hasn’t been easy for my fellow Democrats either. As we all know, Hillary’s private emails got her in
trouble. Frankly, I thought it was going to be her private Instagram account that was going to cause her
bigger problems. (Laughter.)
Hillary kicked things off by going completely unrecognized at a Chipotle. Not to be outdone, Martin O’Malley
kicked things off by going completely unrecognized at a Martin O’Malley campaign event. (Laughter.)
And Bernie Sanders might run. I like Bernie. Bernie is an interesting guy. Apparently some folks really want
to see a pot-smoking socialist in the White House. (Laughter.) We could get a third Obama term after all.
(Laughter and applause.) It could happen.
Anyway, as always, I want to close on a more serious note. I often joke about tensions between me and the
press, but honestly, what they say doesn’t bother me. I understand we’ve got an adversarial system. I’m a
mellow sort of guy.
And that’s why I invited Luther, my anger translator, to join me here tonight. (Laughter and applause.)
[LUTHER ENTERS]
LUTHER: Hold on to your lily-white butts. (Laughter.)
THE PRESIDENT: In our fast-changing world, traditions like the White House Correspondents’ Dinner are
important.
LUTHER: I mean, really, what is this dinner? (Laughter.) And why am I required to come to it? (Laughter.)
Jeb Bush, do you really want to do this? (Laughter.)
THE PRESIDENT: Because despite our differences, we count on the press to shed light on the most important
issues of the day.
LUTHER: And we can count on Fox News to terrify old white people with some nonsense! (Laughter.)
“Sharia law is coming to Cleveland. Run for the damn hills!” (Laughter.) Y’all, it’s ridiculous. (Laughter.)
THE PRESIDENT: We won’t always see eye to eye.
LUTHER: Oh, and CNN, thank you so much for the wall-to-wall Ebola coverage. For two whole weeks, we
were one step away from the Walking Dead. (Laughter.) And then you all got up and just moved on to the
next day. That was awesome. Oh, and by the way, just if you haven’t noticed, you don’t have Ebola!
(Laughter.)
THE PRESIDENT: But I still deeply appreciate the work that you do.
LUTHER: Ya’ll remember when I had that big, old hole in the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico and then I
plugged it? Remember that? Which “Obama’s Katrina” was that one? Was that 19? Or was it 20? Because
I can’t remember. (Laughter.)
THE PRESIDENT: Protecting our democracy is more important than ever. For example, the Supreme Court
ruled that the donor who gave Ted Cruz 6 million dollars was just exercising free speech.
LUTHER: Yeah, that’s the kind of speech like this, “I just wasted six million dollars.” (Laughter and
applause.)
THE PRESIDENT: And it’s not just Republicans. Hillary will have to raise huge sums of money, too.
LUTHER: Oh, yes. She’s gonna get that money. She’s gonna get all the money. Khaleesi is coming to
Westeros. (Laughter and applause.) So watch out! (Laughter.)
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THE PRESIDENT: The nonstop focus on billionaire donors creates real problems for our democracy.
LUTHER: And that’s why we’re running for a third term! (Laughter.)
THE PRESIDENT: No, we’re not.
LUTHER: We’re not?
THE PRESIDENT: No.
LUTHER:

Who the hell said that? (Laughter.)

THE PRESIDENT: But we do need to stay focused on some big challenges, like climate change.
LUTHER: Hey, listen, ya’ll, if you haven’t noticed, California is bone dry. (Laughter.) It looks like a trailer for
the new “Mad Max” movie up in there. (Laughter.) Ya’ll think that Bradley Cooper came here because he
wants to talk to Chuck Todd? (Laughter.) He needed a glass of water. Come on! (Laughter and applause.)
THE PRESIDENT: The science is clear. Nine of the ten hottest years ever came in the last decade.
LUTHER: Now, I’m not a scientist, but I do know how to count to 10. (Laughter.)
THE PRESIDENT: Rising seas, more violent storms.
LUTHER: We’ve got mosquitos. Sweaty people on the train, stinking it up. It’s just nasty. (Laughter.)
THE PRESIDENT: I mean, look at what’s happening right now. Every serious scientist says we need to act.
The Pentagon says it’s a national security risk. Miami floods on a sunny day, and instead of doing anything
about it, we’ve got elected officials throwing snowballs in the Senate!
LUTHER: Okay, Mr. President. Okay, I think they’ve got it, bro.
THE PRESIDENT: It is crazy! What about our kids? What kind of stupid, shortsighted, irresponsible bull -(Laughter and applause.)
LUTHER: Wow! Hey! (Applause.)
THE PRESIDENT: What?!
LUTHER: All due respect, sir. You don’t need an anger translator. (Laughter.) You need counseling.
(Laughter.) So I’m out of here, man. I ain’t trying to get into all this. (Laughter.)
THE PRESIDENT: Go. (Applause.)
LUTHER: He crazy. (Laughter and applause.)
THE PRESIDENT: Luther, my anger translator, ladies and gentlemen. (Applause.)
Now that I got that off my chest. Investigative journalism; explanatory journalism; journalism that exposes
corruption and injustice and gives a voice to the different, the marginalized, the voiceless –- that’s power.
It’s a privilege. It’s as important to America’s trajectory -- to our values, our ideals -- than anything that we
could do in elected office.
We remember journalists we lost over the past year -- journalists like Steven Sotloff and James Foley,
murdered for nothing more than trying to shine a light into some of the world’s darkest corners. (Applause.)
We remember the journalists unjustly imprisoned around the world, including our own Jason Rezaian.
(Applause.) For nine months, Jason has been imprisoned in Tehran for nothing more than writing about the
hopes and the fears of the Iranian people, carrying their stories to the readers of the Washington Post in an
effort to bridge our common humanity. As was already mentioned, Jason’s brother, Ali, is here tonight and I
have told him personally we will not rest until we bring him home to his family, safe and sound. (Applause.)
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These journalists and so many others view their work as more than just a profession, but as a public good;
an indispensable pillar of our society. So I want to give a toast to them. I raise a glass to them and all of
you, with the words of the American foreign correspondent Dorothy Thompson: “It is not the fact of liberty,
but the way in which liberty is exercised, that ultimately determines whether liberty itself survives.”
Thank you for your devotion to exercising our liberty, and to telling our American story. God bless you. God
bless the United States of America. (Applause.)
END
10:43 P.M. EDT
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